FIRST  DIFFICULTIES
our two newspapers, the most important in Europe, spoke
of Lanchow as a town that still employed the methods of the
Middle Ages? We got only the most casual answers. How
was one to know who was trustworthy? who was influential?
In the street where he had to go to smoke his pipe (for the
pernicious practice was prohibited at the Mission), Peter
mocked me for beginning all my opinings with the remark:
"We must, at all costs, try to understand . . ." When
everything was incomprehensible!
The impossibility of directing events, or even of forming
an opinion about them, the uncertainty, and perhaps the
unfeasibility, of a journey without interpreters, the rapid
dwindling of the small capital we had brought with us—all
these questions would plunge us at times into an abyss of
discouragement, which doubtless was as unjustified as the
hopes we let ourselves entertain a few minutes later. Sitting
together at a table with our shao-djiu—a warm alcoholic
drink served in China—before us, we recalled the ardour with
which we had sworn to make our way west, no matter what
it cost, and, as if to put that decision into at least the begin-
nings of execution, we rose on the spot, marched into a
goldsmith's, and, for a thousand Mexican dollars, bought a
bar of gold as big as a small bar of chocolate for our needs
on the journey.
"The Ma Ya Ngans* may proceed, the Russians must
return whence they came/'
Thus ran the definite police order. Nina, sitting on hdr
suit-case, was crying quietly. Smig was very discouraged, but
said he would try not to go back. He could not give up the
dream of reaching his paradise.
* The first part of my Chinese name, "Ma", is similar to that of most
Chinese Moslem names in the area and is in consequence easily remembered
by everybody. Ma is supposed to be an abbreviation of Mahomet.
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